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right-wing pressures and allowed a conservative-dominated panel to discuss nuclear policy
after the film and then agreed to produce an anti-communist mini-series, Atnerika, which
depicted a communist takeover of the United States; PBS financed a right-wing 'answer' to its
series on Vietnam and allowed conservative commentary after several allegedly 'liberal'
programmes; as far as I know, no network has allowed any 'liberal' responses to conservative
programming.
7 This story is told in Ch. 4 and the appendixes of Kellner (1990).
8 This scenario replayed the primal captivity drama, one of the mainstays of American
popular literature which began with Indian captivity narratives and continued through media
coverage of the Iran hostage crisis.
9 Jesse Jackson managed to get to Iraq for an interview with Saddam Hussein, which won
him a few minutes of airtime to criticize the US intervention, and the only Congressperson
whose critique I encountered during the first month o f the crisis was San Antonio
representative Henry B. Gonzalez who blamed the US government and banks for funding
much of Saddam's military build-up and who called for immediate withdrawal of US troops
from the Middle East (Austin American-Statesman, 4/8/90: 1A, 4A). Later, Gonzalez initiated
an impeachment proceeding against George Bush, which was also ignored by the mainstream
media.
10 The title of this programme parroted Bush's own phrase denoting his resolve that US
forces would draw 'a line in the sand' to protect US interests in the region.

4
Framing the Crisis in Eastern Europe
Julian Halliday, Sue Curry Jansen and James Schneider

Prologue
This chapter was originally written during a brief period o f hegemonic
rupture, crisis and opportunity in the United States that extended from the
fall of the Berlin Wall to the beginning of the Persian Gulf War. It has been
substantially revised twice to take into account the shifts in power relations
produced by the war and more recently by the attempted coup in the Soviet
Union and its aftermath. These developments not only confirm the acuity
of the quotation from E.P. Thompson that we use below, they also
underscore some o f the hazards o f the genre that George Gerbner
(personal communication, 1 0 September 1991) describes as 'instant
history'. Our analysis spotlights an extraordinary time when the masks of
power slipped and the struggle among US elites f o r control over the
language and logics of representing political reality became visible in mass
media; it also dramatically displays the void in the mythic structures of US
power-knowledge that Saddam Hussein was, for a time, recruited to fill.
Subsequent events have not only demonstrated the failure of US elites
imaginatively t o meet t h e ideological and practical challenges t h a t
departure from Cold War ruling strategies pose, they also illustrate the
soundness of what we call the operations of hegemonic processes within
US media.
'The New Hinge of History'
History is, in the words of E.P. Thompson (1990: 117), now turning 'on a
new hinge'. Events in Eastern Europe are rendering familiar languages and
categories for political analysis obsolete. As a result, constructions of social
reality secured by Cold War mythologies are losing their resonance. Claims
encoded in the old categories of western power-knowledge now invite,
sometimes even solicit, ironic decodings. In the US, political cartoonists,
headline writers, editorial commentators — even advertisers seeking to
marshal support for medicines that fight the Cold War on other fronts —
have been quick t o exploit t h e opportunities f o r comedic mischief
produced by this profound categorical rupture. Thus, f o r example, a
header for an editor al in The Washington Post (10/12/89) announces, 'The
loss of an enemy is a frightful thing', and a header for The New York Times
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(3/12/89) provides the precis for 'Three European views on the risks of
peace'.
In contrast, American administrative spokespeople, conservative political pundits, defence intellectuals and intelligence bureaucrats do not appear
to be amused by the ironies that lubricate the new hinge of history. On the
contrary, they are engaged in a deadly serious struggle to reclaim face,
preserve and advance existing structures o f power and re-establish their
position as authors and mediators of global events.
This chapter explores the rhetorical and ideological problems/crises, that
events in Eastern Europe pose for US power and information brokers. We
do not analyse events in Eastern Europe per se. Rather we direct our
attention to one of the sideshows in the carnival of history. That is, we look
at how the changes in Eastern Europe have been 'framed' and interpreted
in US electronic and print media. We use these frames and interpretations
to examine crises within US power structures.'
Attending to this sideshow offers access to an historically significant
struggle for the control o f reality. The ritual view o f communication
(Carey, 1989a), as structured interaction that produces, maintains, repairs
and transforms reality, guides our approach to this struggle.
We treat the definition of crisis and thus its status as real as the specific
terrain upon which this struggle is engaged. We access this terrain through
an examination of the mythic elements US media and their official sources
mobilize to secure their definitions o f crises. Following Barthes (1972:
114), we conceive of myth as a 'second-order semiological system' which
appropriates language (the first order) for its own peculiar purposes. One
of the distinctive features o f myth i s i t s 'imperative, buttonholing
character': myth tells me, its addressee, as much about myself as it tells me
about the world. I t is speech with a pronounced subjective character
despite its usual lack of specific marks of personal or direct address. I n
short, it tells me who I am and howl fit into the scheme of history.
Metaphor is a particularly telling agent of mythic thought. Metaphors
bridge the gaps between the known and the unknown. They allow people
to experience and understand one kind o f thing in terms o f another;
metaphoric thinking expands human horizons and thereby facilitates
adjustment to change (Hesse, 1966; Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Rorty,
1986). The kinds of things people use to achieve understanding of other
things are not merely promiscuous couplings; they are not just fortuitous
slips of the tongue. These things embody, display, preserve and police the
'faded mythology' (Schelling, cited in Jansen, 1988: 5) that creates order
and makes community and communication possible. They are culturally
patterned, purposive, and sociologically significant. I n short, metaphors
are rich preserves for cultural analysis.
This form o f cultural analysis is, however, a speculative venture.
Metaphors are, by definition, ambiguous. Indeed ambiguity is what makes
them work; their polysemic character allows them to create and colonize
sizeable communities of meaning. They can simultaneously house, heal
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and conceal unresolved contradictions. When metaphors settle down into
apparent literalness, they lose their capacity for invention (Rorty, 1986).
Consequently all attempts to pin down their full meanings are destined to
fail. The best we can do is freeze some metaphoric frames, chart some
shifting ensembles of meaning, and identify some 'preferred readings' of
terms and phrases. For this reason, all exercises in metaphoric analysis are
works-in-progress. Nevertheless we believe they are valuable exercises for
the following reasons: (a) they offer some access to (subjective) 'vocabularies of motive' (Gerth and Mills, 1953; Burke, 1962) which guide the
vision and colour the language of US 'defense intellectuals';2 (b) analyses
of elite responses t o the rapid breakdown i n established codes and
conventions for representing the other — 'the enemy', 'the Red Menace',
'Godless Communists', 'the evil empire', etc,— allow access to processes of
reality construction and repair normally hidden from public view; and (c)
these constructive and repair efforts, in turn, locate portals to emerging
forms of power-knowledge at an historical moment or juncture when they
are still open to critical interventions and revisions.
In the following pages we attempt to display the promise of this mode of
analysis in three ways. First, we briefly examine the use of mythological
thinking in a much publicized essay by Francis Fukuyama, 'The End of
History' (1989). Secondly, we identify some patterns of metaphoric usage
that figure prominently in US media representations of events in Eastern
Europe, and track some of the changes in these conventions that have
occurred since September 1989. In this section, we pay particular attention
to the role o f The New Yo r k Times — sometimes referred t o as 'the
newspaper o f record' i n the US — in mediating the ideas o f defence
intellectuals and policy makers. Thirdly, we briefly explore some of the
dynamics of these representations within popular culture, specifically in
advertising.
The architecture of our argument permits us to examine some of the
ways these events are being framed in three forms of media: an esoteric
text of limited circulation addressed primarily to conservative academics,
policy makers, and defence intellectuals; news reports from major/elite
media addressed primarily to well-educated, affluent, lay people; and
advertisements, visual and print texts, addressed to the population at large,
as consumers. Tracking framing processes at different levels strengthens
our claims about the operation of hegemonic processes, since the processes
for production of meaning become increasingly organized and, in a sense,
collectivized as they move from esoteric to exoteric media.
While our analysis suggests that some of the moves in this process are
top-down — a particularly strong case for the trickle-down position is made
when we trace migration of the evolutionary metaphor as it is represented
in The New York Times — we nevertheless recognize that there is also
significant flow in the other direction. Elite intellectuals and policy makers
are, o f course, also members o f the larger culture and subject t o its
influences; moreover, in developing their formulations, they consciously
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try to anticipate and accommodate to, as well as influence and rally, what
they conceive of as popular ideas. Like the creators of advertisements, they
look for images that will sell their positions. Moreover, some of the most
compelling images of our time originate within popular culture. Indeed,
our analysis suggests that those who have conceived and developed ads
using post-Cold War imagery have been far more innovative, imaginative
and potentially subversive in exploring its possibilities and limits than their
counterparts in the policy think-tanks, newsrooms and editorial offices.
Framing the Crises: From Disintegration to Evolution
The word crisis derives from the Greek, krisis; it literally means decision.
In its early incarnations, the word implied human agency. The agency is
retained in some modern uses of the term, eg actions of a 'terrorist' may
produce a crisis, public officials may formulate policies to avert crisis, etc.
However, human agency i s usually lost when t h e term enters t h e
vocabularies of the natural and physical sciences, as when a disease reaches
a crisis, the eruption of a volcano produces a crisis, etc.
Within the story-telling routines of US media, framing an event as a
crisis generally denotes a dramatic disturbance of order; it usually connotes
threat or danger. Crisis frames are used in reporting events initiated by
human agents as well as events set in motion by impersonal forces (natural
disasters); however, when human agency precipitates crisis, pejorative
adjectives arc frequently used to describe the agent: he/she is portrayed as
transgressing boundaries — as a law-breaker, terrorist, demagogue,
dictator, e t c (Gitlin, 1980). I n reportage o f natural events, floods,
earthquakes, hurricanes, etc, human agency is absent; in these scenarios
human interest stories focus on the suffering o f victims, the luck o f
survivors, and the selflessness of heroic rescuers (Erikson, 1977).
'Cold War' as a Controlling Metaphor: Crisis and Binary Logics
The metaphors that colour the mythology and news coverage of the Cold
War emphasize the evil designs of human agents. Winston Churchill fired
the opening shot on 5 March 1946 in Fulton, Missouri, when he announced
that an 'iron curtain' had descended upon Europe; the Soviets were, of
course, portrayed a s t h e aggressors i n t h e n e w hostilities. Wa l t e r
Lippmann coined the term, 'the Cold War', in response to Churchill's
initiative.
The metaphors introduced by Churchill and Lippinann hung the hinge of
history on a very narrow frame. They restricted exercise o f political
imagination and rhetoric to the reductive parameters of a binary code.
According to Thompson (1990: 120), the ideologies this code supported
'nourished and reproduced reciprocal paranoias' and 'deadend imagination
with a language of worst-case analysis and a definition of half of the human
race as an Enemy Other'.
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Binary patterns have been a hallmark of western thought at least since
the emergence of Platonic dualism: they have been a prominent constituent of modern power-knowledge since the first appearance of a 'red'
menace during the French Revolution; but they acquired a new urgency
and a quasi-official status in 1919 with the Palmer Raids, a series of violent
attacks on the headquarters o f dissident groups led by US Attorney
General A . Mitchell Palmer. W i t h t h e advent o f the C o l d Wa r,
anti-communism became the template for all political and cultural life in
the US; moreover, conformity to the configurations of this template has
been enforced by military actions, security measures, intelligence networks
and congressional inquiries.
The existence of what former President Ronald Reagan called an 'evil
empire' — a common enemy — produced unparalleled levels o f social
cohesion (albeit coerced cohesion) in the US, a nation with a history of
violent internal class/labour, race and ethnic conflict. A s ruling strategy,
the Cold War was an enormous success. Consequently its end poses a
profound crisis for US defence intellectuals and policy makers.
For them, the good news is also bad news: in the words o f Defense
Department analyst Francis Fukuyama, the end of the Cold War is a 'very
sad time'. This sadness appears t o explain the recurrent imagery o f
'nostalgia' in US media coverage of changes in Eastern Europe. Consider,
for example, the opening paragraph of a 92-column-inch article by Larry
Eiehel in The Philadelphia Inquirer (9/11/89) entitled, 'Wall kept things
simple':
The Cold War in Europe may or may not be over yet. But it seems to be ending.
And some experts miss it already. They say the day may come when the world
looks back on the 40 years after World War II as the good old days — when life
was simple, people knew which side they were on and a standoff between
superpowers kept the peace.

Without the excuse of the Cold War, the centre of US strategic policy and
mythology no longer holds. Established categorical interdictions lose their
force, and the polarized patterns that inflect all its terms no longer make
sense. The threat o f peace radically subverts the narrative structures,
languages and logics that have provided the auspices for global expansion
of the US empire for nearly half a century.
As a result, policy makers and journalists cannot practise business as
usual. Conventional story-telling routines no longer work. This historical
twist forces those who would preserve the simplicity, predictability and
hierarchies of the old order to innovate: to search for new narrative frames
to explain and contain events that are, by definition, impossible within the
world order secured by Cold War mythology.
Framing the Crisis: The Discourse of Defence Intellectuals
Francis Fukuyama has been one of the most successful innovators within
Reagan—Bush strategic planning circles. I n an article published i n an
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Fukuyamian theme, 'Markets are key to Europe's unity' (Washington Post
Writers Group, 11/89). Embedding his discourse i n references t o the
'unity' o f Europe under pre-Reformation Christendom (what we call
metaphors o f salvation), W i l l invokes t h e evolutionary concept o f
'progress', albeit w i t h a double edge, when h e suggests: 'Perhaps
peace-through-enervation, the peace of the satiated consumer, will prevail.
If not, Europe's future conflicts will start with all watches synchronized.
Call it progress.'
Although the solution to the crisis that the evolutionary metaphor offers
is very neat, some defence intellectuals are n o t buying i t . Indeed,
Kirkpatrick explicitly rejects it when she asserts, 'In truth we have not
discerned the "laws" of historical development, probably because there are
none' (The Washington Post, 28/5/90).
When we prepared our initial draft o f this chapter (June 1990), we
pointed out that the representational crisis plaguing US power-structures
and media organizations had not been resolved. As we revise (February
1991), this is no longer the case: the regressive retreat o f the Bush
administration t o militarism seems t o have resolved (or deferred) the
framing crisis. In what is perhaps the most telling quotation of the earlier
draft, this fateful move was anticipated b y Jeremy Azrael, a Rand
Corporation Soviet specialist in May 1990 when he asserted: 'There is a
terrible danger that defense intellectuals will have to go whoring. Folks in
the services will go looking for threats out there' (cited in Dionne, 1990).
There was some evidence at the time that Azrael articulated his concern
that this 'whoring' had already begun. Thus, for example, John Benson of
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astrophysics argued (National
Public Radio, 17/5/90) that development of the Strategic Defense Initiative
weapon system (Star Wars) needed to be continued in order to provide a
defensive shield to protect humans against falling asteroids. However,
some defence intellectuals were, in the words of Azrael, accepting 'the
disappearance of the Cold War world that had been very good to them'
(Dionne, 1990). J o h n Andrews, a weapons lobbyist f o r Rockwell
International, is among this group; in what has to be one of the more
daring assaults in the metaphoric wars, he co-opted Thompson's 'hinge of
history' metaphor and used i t to advise his compatriots to get into the
peace business, f o r example b y selling printing presses a n d other
non-military technologies to countries like Czechoslovakia (PBS Radio
interview, 10/6/90).
Andrews' advice was not heeded. The war business is now flourishing in
the US. The value of stocks in Raytheon Company, the defence contractor
that manufactures the Patriot missile, is increasing. In the carefully staged
and controlled media presentations of the war in the Persian Gulf by the
US military, the Patriot was used as a public relations representative for
the Star Wars missile system. Although the Patriot is actually an upgraded
version o f an earlier missile technology, the military and the defense
department was re-presenting i t as a mini-prototype o f the Star Wars
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defence system. Its successes have been videotaped and beamed throughout the world via CNN, and its failures and misfires shielded by US and
Israeli censorships. The Star Wars system, which had been targeted for
elimination from the US defence budget as part of the 'Peace Dividend' the
end o f the Cold War was supposed to produce, is now scheduled for
refunding in President Bush's 1992 military budget proposal.
The framing crisis that the end of the Cold War posed for US elites has
apparently been repaired. President Bush's 1991 'State o f the Union
Address' was a seamless performance. Within its rhetoric, the evil empire,
scaled down to more manageable proportions, has been restored as the
centrepiece of a renovated and recharged version of a familiar mythological system. It casts Saddam Hussein as Adolph Hitler redux, and introduces
the 'New World Order' as a trope which reclaims and repositions the
expansionist objectives of the American empire.
Framing the Crisis: The Logics of Advertising
Advertising is also rich i n mythic discourse. I n Barthes' terms (1972:
142-50), it is the 'depoliticized' speech where a culture's common-sense
constructions of the world are articulated and reconfigured. Within it, we
can find some very revealing traces of the representational crisis posed by
the end of the Cold War. These traces are significant because they operate
outside official channels f o r dissemination and analysis o f political
information. Consequently they naturalize emerging mythic images and
conventions at the level of the popular where they can be recalled and
remobilized when they are needed to do other work within hegemonic
processes.
Advertisements provide ongoing translations between different systems
of value and meaning. Judith Williamson (1978: 2 5 ) describes t h e
advertisement as 'a system of systems or "metasystem" ', its purpose is 'not
to invent a meaning' for the product i t advertises, but 'to translate a
meaning f o r i t b y means o f a sign system we already know'. This
description helps make visible the logic by which advertisements connect
'current affairs' to their own, commercial, agendas.
In the immediate aftermath o f the Cold War, advertisements made
elliptical connections between advertising and politics. In place of 'history'
(Fukuyama), ads offered an abstracted threat or an equally disembodied
triumph. In a number of ads, the Berlin Wall did an elegant semantic slide
within the advertisement's metasystem, coming to stand, immediately and
efficiently, for the new order of things: a new order where advertising is at
once the hypostasis, and the 'proper' and 'natural' signifier of that order.
Centrality is perhaps the most salient feature of advertising, in terms of
its response to changes in east—west relations. This is often manifest as an
effort to be as all-embracing—as generic—as possible. When popular forms
take up material that is so clearly positioned between an old and a new
sense o f the world, they tend t o be cautious. This caution keeps the
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semiological system intact by drawing renegade meanings back to the
centre: i t sets into motion what Fiske and Hartley (1978: 87) call
'clawback-, a mechanism of cultural systems which preserves the intelligibility of the text and the reader's sense that his/her culture's response to
crisis is adequate. In this way, the mythic speech of advertisements posits
stable termini where there is a great deal of evidence pointing to unstable
transits.
A familiar strategy is to celebrate the changes while positioning them in
a familiar framework of meaning, usually the market. Representation of
'the market' carries multiple charges as a crucial issue in redefinition o f
Eastern European societies and as the key component both in US concepts
of 'democracy' and in what the west has to offer the east. In this way, ads
work as a forum where these issues are addressed and elaborated, but also
as a metonym for the system towards which those societies are commonly
assumed t o b e 'evolving'. Sanka uses this strategy i n a television
advertisement presented against a backdrop o f news headlines. I n the
Sanka ad, the narrator announces, 'In the rush of events that ushered in
the new decade, you may have missed the news about Sanka T h i s ad
is significant because it does not simply drag down momentous events into
the banal world o f the commodity; o n t h e contrary, i t performs a
breath-taking act o f translation between what in other logical systems
might appear incommensurable, and succeeds in referring the novel to the
familiar in a common-sensical manner.
The frames these responses create to contain the crisis are similar to
those used by both Fukuyama and the elite news media. 'these framing
devices embody a series of assumptions about the telos of political change,
imposing an evolutionary frame that normalizes and naturalizes it. The
sociocentrie transit of the Sanka ad places us at the terminus of historical
change—at its point of arrival—or, in Fukuyama's terms, at its 'end'.
A series o f advertisements for US News and World Report, which
appeared i n The New Yo r k Times Sunday Magazine o n 11 and 14
November and 2 December 1990, also build upon this convention; but
these ads overtly use the language and logic of a 'Darwinian' evolutionary
theory of society to frame their response to the crisis. Each of the ads is
formally similar: three coloured frames appear across the top of a largely
white page, each frame part of a narrative that demonstrates the beneficent
intervention of the magazine. A stylized hand directs the eye of the reader
across the page from left t o right. A t the bottom o f the page, the
magazine's logo is placed beneath a simple message, 'News you can use'.
The first ad features three hominid forms against a background that
suggests crumbling parchment, connoting the passage of a great span of
time. The first frame depicts a stooped, hirsute, simian creature; the next a
more erect humanoid, clutching a magazine; and the third presents an
upright figure, fully human, still naked but neatly coiffed. The second and,
for our purposes, the most interesting ad in the series shows a series of
panels depicting Karl Marx metamorphosing, under the influence of US

News and World Report, from the wild, bearded prophet of socialism to a
well-groomed, grandfatherly icon of capitalism in a pin-striped shirt. The
third ad in the series invokes religious imagery to suggest that without the
useful news in US News and World Report, Noah would have stocked the
ark with unpaired animals.
These ads make sense by pushing hubris over the edge into ironic
self-congratulation. Substituting the magazine for the voice o f God in
Noah's case, and for the complex process of genetic mutation in the ape's
case, and then juxtaposing those dynamics with Karl Marx's emancipation
from communism, presents a fully articulated instance of the evolutionary
metaphor a t work assimilating the crisis and normalizing the mythic
rupture it has created. These ads do not merely naturalize the changes in
the world order, they position their product, US News and World Report—
and by extension the US and its news industry — as the agent(s) of all
definitive transformations in mythic principles, whether these are biological, political or religious.
These examples are obviously selected f o r their relevance t o o u r
argument. A more fully developed analysis o f the hegemonic work
advertising does would, of course, be far more subtle, qualified, dialectical
and rigorous. Nevertheless, these examples illustrate some of the ways
advertising translates images and meanings between different value
systems, attempting to harness the power of one discourse in order to
further an agenda within another (and quite different) discourse. Advertising's attempt to re-present privileged discourses — like policy analysis and
news which, dealing explicitly with political issues, are generally acknowledged to be 'serious' and 'important' — is accompanied by an unusually
open polysemy. Ambiguity, generality and rich ironies provide the ground
for advertising's responses t o the crises and rupture i n the narrative
structures o f Cold War mythology. These reassure us that our roles as
consumers will be safe, under the terms of the new semiological and social
orders.
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Conclusion
Our examination of the representational crisis the new hinge o f history
poses for US media and their official sources supports some tentative
conclusions about hegemonie processes.
First, some images and explanatory structures for framing the crisis seem
to be cultivated in all three mediated channels, specifically the evolutionary image and its requisite explanatory structures. This point is made
especially salient when The New York Times is treated as a case study:
Fukuyama's neo-Hegelian evolutionary theory received detailed explication in a feature story in its Sunday Magazine in October 1989; news of
changes in Eastern Europe was systematically presented under the header,
'Evolution in Eastern Europe', during most of 1990; and the series of US
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News and World Report advertisements, using explicitly evolutionary
images, appeared in the Times Sunday Magazine over a four-week period
in late 1990.
Secondly, t h e process o f cultivation appears t o b e a hierarchical
operation involving some top-down moves, Thus, f o r example, t h e
evolutionary metaphor made its initial appearance in the most esoteric/
elite channel, an obscure conservative academic journal. This channel,
policy analysis, is a site of overt hegemonic work. Fukuyama and other
defence intellectuals and members o f policy think-tanks are overtly
commissioned to generate evidence and explanatory structures which can
serve as the raw material f o r developing policy and securing official
positions.
Thirdly, the second channel for mediation of the crisis, news production,
appears to be both more and less autonomous than hegemonic theory
might predict. Early in the representational crisis, major news mediators
such as The New Yo r k Times appeared t o experiment freely with
metaphoric images for framing the changes in Eastern Europe. After the
Times editors featured a story on Fulutyama's perspective, however, the
play of experimentation constricted. Beginning in early spring 1990, most
news and all news analysis appeared under the 'Evolution in Europe'
header. Something more than Louis Althusser's 'authorless theater' (cited
in Jansen, 1990: 245) seems to be at work here since serial use of innovative
editorial headers would appear to require overt intervention or, at least,
approval at the highest decision-making levels within the Times' organization. Moreover, the header survived a change in the editorship o f the
international news section which suggests that the Times had more than a
casual investment in the longevity of this framing device.
Fourthly, within popular culture, particularly advertising, the hinge of
history appears to turn on a particularly interesting axis. Since popular
dissemination o f images and explanations o f the changes in Europe —
particularly images and explanations mobilized to sell products — must be
secured within broadly accessible languages and logics, it is here that we
would expect t o apprehend the emergence o f viable solutions t o the
representational crisis. That is, it is within these popular forms that we
would expect t o discover t h e emergence o f new (post-Cold Wa r )
conventions for mediating and framing events, and t o find these new
frames essentialized, naturalized and reified. F o r these reasons, the
presence o f the evolutionary metaphor i n this channel is particularly
significant. Where one might expect evidence of rupture, one finds frames
which suggest seamless continuity; in place o f forced adaptation, what
looks like comfortable assimilation. Is this because the New World Order
is merely an expanded (and expansionist) rearticulation of the familiar icon
of Cold War mythology, the 'free' market? Does it simply marshal support
for further acceleration of the long process of replacing democracy with
capitalism? In short, is the emerging mythology merely a celebration of the
raison d'être of advertising?
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It is still too early t o offer any definitive predictions regarding the
outcome of this fateful sideshow of history. Events in Eastern Europe may
undermine or render irrelevant the hegemonic work being carried out in
US media. Or will the experience of the Persian Gulf War lead the US to
recover its national identity by returning t o its Cold War persona as
'policeman of the world', albeit without the ideological cover the mission
of preserving democracy once provided? The new hinge of history may still
turn in directions that will expose cultivation o f evolutionary narrative
structures as the ultimate irony of the post-modern age. Indeed, the failed
coup in the Soviet Union and its aftermath has heralded yet another such
turn.
Epilogue
A particularly telling play on the evolutionary trope appeared in a political
cartoon by David Levine (The New York Times, 1/2/91). The six-bythirteen inch cartoon, entitled 'The Descent of Man', shows a succession of
figures, following the same format as the US News and World Report
advertisement already discussed. The first and largest figure (five inches in
height) presents a finely turned out image of the debonair American film
star of the 1940s, Clark Gable. Gable is followed by a large and powerful
looking baboon; i t , in turn is followed by a smaller and rather stupid
looking monkey, scratching its head; in the next frame, there is a coiled
snake positioned with mouth opened and ready to attack; and, in the final
position, a t i n y (two-and-a-half inch) figure o f Saddam Hussein i s
presented surrounded by flies and sinking into an ambiguous pool of liquid
which could be oil, blood or primordial slime.
The evolutionary scheme that secures the New World Order is a
totalizing perspective which consolidates semiological resources into the
categories of a crudely essential doctrine. I f this resolution of the framing
crisis prevails, it will hang history on a hinge that is even narrower than the
one secured by the mythology of the Cold War. Within the mythic code
that secures the vision of the New World Order, the enemy other is a lower
form of life rather than a powerful and menacing counterpart. The world
secured by this code is far less stable than its antecedent. Exterminating a
lower form of life is much easier to justify and accomplish with impunity
than taking on a powerful enemy —an enemy that can also exterminate its
foe. It makes genocide plausible and perhaps possible.
Notes
1 We borrow the concept, 'media frame', from Gitlin (1980: 6-7), who borrowed it from
Coffman (1974). According to Gitlin, 'What makes the world beyond direct experience look
natural is a media frame M e d i a frames, largely unspoken and unacknowledged, organize
the world both for journalists who report it and, in some important degree, for us who rely on
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their reports. Media frames are persistent patterns o f cognition, interpretation, and
presentation, o f selection, emphasis, and exclusion, by which symbol-handlers routinely
organize discourse, whether verbal o r visual- Frames enable journalists to process large
amounts of information quickly and routinely: to recognize it as information, to assign it to
cognitive categories and t o package i t for efficient relay t o their audiences. Thus, for
organizational reasons alone, frames are unavoidable, and journalism is organized to regulate
their production.' See also Tuchman (1978) and Hall (1980).
2 The term, 'defense intellectual', is borrowed from Cohen (1987) and Dionne 09901.
3 B y major media, we mean the so-called 'elite media': the premier papers of the large
newspaper chains which have national circulation and/or syndicated news services, e.g. The
New York Times, The Washington Post, The Tribune News Service, etc, large circulation
news magazines, e.g. Time, Newsweek, etc, as well as national (and in the case of Cable News
Network (CNN) international) broadcast networks, e.g. CBS, PBS, World Monitor News
Service, etc.
4 This critique was already well developed by 1927 when Sorokin completed Contemporary
Sociological Theories: Through the First Quarter of the Twentieth Century (1928). It was part
of the taken-for-granted assumptions of the field by the time standard theoretical reference
works appeared at mid-century. See, for example, Timashell (1955), Gross (1959) and
Martindale (1960). In the wake of the horrors social evolution-based theories of Aryan racial
supremacy had wrought during the Second World War, the term had very limited currency in
social theory during the peak of the Cold War although its stepchild, modernization theory,
retained many of its assumptions. The leading figure behind modernization theory, Talcott
Parsons, did, however, reclaim the term i n Societies: Evolutionary and Comparative
Perspectives (1966); i n Parsons' version, cybernetic metaphors replaced their biological
antecedents. There has been a renewal o f interest i n neo-Parsonian incarnations o f
evolutionary theory among some social scientists in recent years. See, for example, Beniger
(1986).

5
Media and the Terminal Crisis of
Communism in Poland
Karol Jakubowicz

The collapse o f communism in Central and Eastern Europe has been
widely regarded as a sudden and abrupt process. In Poland, at least, it was
nothing of the sort: 'the [whole] history of the Polish People's Republic was
one of a gradual dismantling of totalitarianism' (Walicki, 1990).
Elemor Hankiss (1990) uses the concept of the 'organizational principle'
as an analytical tool for studying social organization. Following Habermas,
he says that the formation of a society is always determined by a basic
organizational principle that delimits the space within which society may
change without losing its identity—the space within which the system of the
productive forces, the system of steering mechanisms, and the system of
values securing social identity may change and develop.
In various historical and socioeconomic contexts, organizational principles tend to cluster into more or less stable configurations. I n Eastern
Europe, the configuration communist regimes sought to impose involved
the streamlining and control of society in all its aspects by a unique and
strong central system, by the logic of the one-party state, in which there is
the unity of power and ownership or, in other words, of absolute power:
political, economic, military, ideological, police and judiciary powers are
all subordinated to a single centre and controlled by a single power body
(cf. Selucky, 1972).
Socialist countries have been described accordingly with the use of such
terms as 'Leninist monisms', as 'mono-archies' or 'mono-organizational
societies', o r, i n Kolakowski's (1989: 65) words, ' a total power
intended to attain the unattainable goal: total destruction of civil society,
and total replacement o f all human bonds by artificial state-imposed
mechanisms'.
Of course, the drive to impose one all-encompassing organizational
principle o n communist societies was far from successful. The highly
centralized, dirigist one-party systems struggled with serious dysfunctions
from the very beginning. Their rigid and hierarchical institutional systems
were unable to cope with the problems of governing complex modern
societies. Hence the penetration of other organizational principles through
the cracks and gaps of the system, especially into social and economic
domains not directly controlled by the official institutional system. This
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The strategies set up to resolve it increasingly proclaim their transparency.
It i s b y virtue o f this that they hook u p with the engineering o f
communication. In return, what becomes increasingly opaque, with the
new legitimacy conferred on market values, is the model of development
and growth on which these crises thrive — a model which is quite banally
accepted as the best by default, as no one will take the risk of thinking of
another one.
Note
This chapter has been adapted from the inaugural lecture a t the 'Media and Crisis'
conference, Laval University, Quebec, 4 October 1990 - ed.)
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